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The development of stock market is not only related to strategic arrangement of 
the national economy ,but also related to the direct gains and losses of investors, 
development and quality improvement of companies. However a difficult problem 
faced by the management administration is whether or not stock market can develop 
healthily and stably within a long time. Today, institutionalized investors are the 
developing trend in international stock markets. Since the reform of non-tradable 
shares,two significant changes appear in Chinese stock market,one is the boom and 
slump of stock price like a roller coaster, the other is the rapid growth of 
instititutional investors. Following with the bubble and crash from 2006 to 2008,the 
opinion that institutional investors can stable stock market has been questioned 
generally.This paper fouses on the relationship between holding shares by 
institutional investors and stock price,and demonstrates the relationship beween 
institutional investors and stock market stability from the relationship between 
holding shares by institutional investors and volatility,bubble,crash and information. 
This not only enriches the related theories of institutional investors but also provides 
some inspirations for regulators to implement an effective supervision and regulate 
the development of institutional investors. 
The first problem discussed in this paper is whether or not the relationship 
between institutional investors and stock market stability changes invariably and 
what is the regularity?The empirical results reveal that the impact is unsymmtrical 
depends on different market conditions, the increase of holding shares by 
institutional investors can raise the volatility of stock price in bull matket, but when 
the terminal point enter into interval of bear market, the increase of holding shares 
by institutional investors can reduce the volatility of stock price and the impact is 
very weak in the later of bear market.The difference of effective information 
contains in buying and selling is the important reason leading to the above 
phenomena. 















not stable stock market, will institutional investors cause bubble and crash and what 
is the inherent mechanism?From a revised model of DSSW(1990),because positive 
feedback of the other investors can push stock price to a high lever,when arbitrageurs 
find the undervalued stocks,too many of them will purchase advanced,and this 
crowed trading can lead stock price to exceed the intrinsic value.The empirical result 
suggests the crowed trading of institutional investors is the important reason why 
blue-chip bubble is coming into being in 2007.In addition,based on a revised AB 
model (2003),every arbitrageur will select a different time riding on the bubble 
according to different realizations on crash risk.When the selling pressure of 
arbitrageurs exceeds buying ability of noise traders,stock market will produce a 
endogenous crash.Feedback traders can not affect the crash time but can affect the 
time riding on the bubble.The empirical result suggests institutional investors not 
only ride on the bubble,but also the selling of institutional investors is closely related 
to crash of ShangHai stock market in 2007. 
The third problem discussed in this paper is since institutional investors can not 
stable stock market,then institutional invstors must has a characteristic of bounded 
rationality.How is the informational degree of effective absorption by institutional 
investors?this paper discusses the relationship between institutional investors and 
information from empirical perspective.Then this paper analyzes the differences of 
herding behavior of institutional investors and individual investors from the 
perspective of cross-section and finds that herding behavior of institutinal investors 
is low than individual investors.This indicates that herding behavior of institutinal 
investors is the result of full use of information, but individual investors maybe 
behave more irrationally.With the vertical time series,we analyze the degree of 
absorbing information by decomposing the covariance between holding shares by 
institutional investors and returns.The result indicates that investors absorb the 
information strongly during a long time and it’s helpful to improve market efficiency, 
but during a short time investors are influenced strongly by lagging returns and it’s 
helpless to improve market efficiency.In addition, the degree of absorbing 















Finally,we try to analyze the problem about the bounded rationality of 
institutional investors within a theoretical logic.From the perspective of the degree of 
realization of bounded rationality,we analyze the degree of realization of bounded 
rationality of investors especially insititutinal invesors by adding the assumptions of 
investor heterofenerty and crash risk. 
The innovation of this paper lies in the following aspects.First,this paper is the 
first attempts to analyze the asymmetric impact on volatility of stock price by 
institutional investors from the perspective of macro-volatility and 
micro-volatility.Second,this paper discusses the intrinsic mechanism of blue-chip 
bubble in Chinese stock market by establishing a model and demonstrates the 
crowed trading effect of institutional investors is the main reason leading to blue-clip 
bubble.Three,we explore the mechanism of bubble and crash under the interaction of 
institutional investors and individual investors by establishing a model 
dynamically,and demonstrate that institutional investors not only hope for riding on 
the bubble,but also the selling of institutional investors is the main reason of the 
stock market crash.Last,in order to demonstrate the characteristic of bounded 
rationality,this paper analyzes the differences of herding behavior of institutional 
investors and individual investors from the perspective of cross-section,demonstrates 
the degree of absorbing information with a vertical time series,and discusses the 
degree of realization of bounded rationality of institutional investors by establishing 
a new theoretical logic. 
 
 





















































































































第 7 章 机构投资者与有限理性 ..........................................................119 
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